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CANTABRIA – 2-16 SEPTEMBER 2017
Sunday, 3 September 2017 – Coventosa

Monday, 4 September 2017 - Gandara

This was the first trip of the holiday. It was 2 years since we
were last here and it was good to be back in Cantabria. After
about a 15 minute drive from where we were staying we
parked at a large turn around at the top of the tarmac road near
a small farm house and barn. A 10 minute walk following
first a track and then path led us to the cave entrance.
About 50 meters in the large passage closed down to about 2½
meters square for a short section creating a strong wind in my
face. It opened out again where we reached the first pitch.
This was rigged with 2 ropes, one being very clean, so we
guessed there might be a group already in. A short stroll
through the Galeria del Metro brought us to an incline. This
was rigged with a 20m handline, the bottom of which brought
us to a broad ledge above a canyon, the Galeria del Vivac. We
descended steeply left to a junction and turned right to reach a
well decorated grotto at the start of the canyon. Before taking
the route through the canyon we retraced our steps to the
junction and carried straight on for about 50m to arrive at a
balcony overlooking another deep canyon. Across the canyon
a steep rubble slope rose up to another balcony.
Returning to the grotto we walked through the Galeria del
Vivac to reach a wire traverse and a short 6m pitch, pre-rigged
with a single rope. Here we met up with another group, a
Spanish guide and 2 German (we think) clients. We asked the
guide about water levels generally in the local caves and the
reaction speeds following rain. It seemed that water levels
were currently low and while any rain would increase water
levels the next day they would usually go down the day after
that. The group were on their way out now so we said our
goodbyes and carried on towards the lakes. Here we had a
choice of a higher level route or a low route through the gour
pools. Keith took the lower route, only waist deep, the rest of
us took the higher route and kept out of the water. We reached
the main streamway now, following it upstream past the
potholes (Las Marmitas) and eventually reaching the first of
the lakes. This was as far as we planned to go and stopped for
some lunch.
We returned by the same route as far as the top of the ramp.
At the Galeria del Metro there was a short rope up to further
passages which we explored. First to view the other side of
the canyon which we had seen on our way in from the balcony
behind the grotto. Next through some stooping/hands and
knees crawls which took us back above the Galeria del Vivac.
We returned to the Galeria del Metro.
Before exiting the cave we spent about an hour exploring the
Sala de Los Fantasmas. Just amazing wandering through the
different chambers with columns, stal and dry gour pools. As
we looked closer there was evidence of earth movement in the
past which had broken the columns but which had regrown to
join up. On our way out we started to notice just how much
broken stal there was all around. Some of it like massive tree
trunks laying on its side. All this just 10 minutes and a short
pitch from the entrance. Before leaving the cave we took a
slight diversion before the first pitch to look at the mural of a
woman that had been drawn on a wall. A great first trip for
the holiday.
TUG: 6 hrs – Paul Thorne, Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher,
Gareth Harrison & Phil Wall.
Phil Wall

A drive up the Ason gorge brought back lots of memories
from 2 years ago. Passing the small car park at the top of the
gorge we drove a short way beyond and turned right at the top
of a rise. We parked a short way up this road at a small pull in
on the left, keeping clear of the gate. A short walk back down
the hill we spotted the small cairn built 2 years ago to mark the
start of the path up to the cave entrance. I saw a Griffon
Vulture circling above and also nearly trod on a slow worm.
There were lots of small holm oak trees with holly-like leaves
and miniature acorns growing on this hillside. The welcome
cooling breeze was the give away that we were nearly there. It
was only about a 5 minute walk from the cars.
The entrance was not very big and as I climbed down and
filled half the space the breeze turned to a gale. I dropped
down into a vast passage following the path steeply down hill
to reach a short traverse to the side of a 40m pitch. There
were in-situ ropes for the traverse. We then followed a waymarked route, created by using short white sticks with yellow
fishing line, to preserve as much of the passage floor as
possible. This was a really good idea to try and create
minimal visual impact by using the fishing line, but at times it
was very difficult to see. At Galarie des Alizes there were
some really lovely formations. A marked path to the right and
uphill led to a viewing point across the chamber. Returning to
the main route we reached the junction at Salle du Fisc. We
took the right hand path to cross this massive chamber to the
start of 'El Delator', a section of tubes rising gently uphill.
This is a section of stooping and crawling passage with about
half a dozen zig zags along the way. It took us about 20
minutes or so to get through and at the end it opened up to
larger walking size passage.
Continuing on brought us to a distinct left turn. The passage
was now showing vertical joints. At another dogleg we saw
what we described as the 'shattered pillar'. The passage
continued on before a deep rift opened on the left. The way on
was via a steep crawl/slit to the right. We passed the tackle
bags through this section, then after a short crawl appeared
back in the main passage with the rift now behind us. A prerigged traverse back into the rift seemed to indicate the top of
the 32m pitch. Keith went out to start rigging the pitch only to
discover that there was no re-belay a short way below at a rub
point. Gareth started to climb down the rift and spotted the
resin anchors for the start of the pitch. I think an 8' tall person
must have set this out as the traverse to the head of the pitch
seemed way too high. The combination of the traverse and the
pitch looked more than 32m so Keith used the 20m rope for
the traverse and the 40m for the main pitch. A ledge and rebelay at about 20m down was followed by about another 12m
to the bottom.
Continuing on, now at the bottom of the rift, down 3 short prerigged pitches we came to Sala Del Angel, a massive chamber
100m across. With all the water vapour in the air from the 2
waterfalls in the chamber it was impossible to see the bottom
or across to the other side. We found a series of handlines and
reflective markers leading the way down into the chamber. As
we descended the air gradually cleared of water vapour and we
could see the 2 waterfalls. Traversing round brought us to a
small grotto with the most superb helictites.
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The way on was via a small crawl down with a strong draft
and into Galeria de las Guirnaldes. This was the start of 600m
of passage approximately 10m high and 15m wide. This was
easy going on a very dry and sandy floor. It was really a
rubble floor as in a couple of places we could see the
streamway about 30m below us. This continued, without any
distinct change, to the Grande Galeire de Cruzille and
eventually ending in a boulder choke. We were now 4½ hours
in and we stopped for some food. Pete took a bit more of a
look around and found the way on to Caligrafos marked 'C↑'.
Not for today though. We started our return to the entrance.
Now we knew what we were doing it only took 3¼ hours.
TUG: 7½ hours – Paul Thorne, Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher,
Gareth Harrison & Phil Wall.
Phil Wall

At this point it must be noted that the ‘system’ has a total
length of about 104km, and a vertical range of some 900m, so
this is a serious cave system with currently 3 entrances.
The route through is now actually marked with well-placed
yellow reflective markers, but given our previous experience
getting lost following numerous reflective markers and cairns
we initially distrusted these. Later they were to be proven
reliable.
The smaller galleries now entered are completely different
from the huge breakdown entrance chambers just passed. A
very complex phreatic maze is followed, which defies any
simple description. We attempted to follow the survey in
detail, and could occasionally correlate certain features (eg La
Sala De Balcon; a source of much confusion last time due to
our imagination that we were actually there!). Several
handlines were in place, but not mentioned in the description.
Eventually a good landmark was reached; Las Galerias de Las
Tetus, which translates to ‘the tit gallery’, very apt, the
representative stalagmite stands at least 15 feet high, with a
suitable projection on top to earn its name! Beyond here the
Galerie del Tambor is reached; ‘the drum gallery’, with a very
hollow sonorous thin calcite floor to be crossed quite noisily
and carefully.
Further complex but delightful caving continues until
eventually the 31m Chocolate pitch is reached. La Pozo de
Chocolate is pre-rigged with fairly good ropes, and is a good
landmark.
Below here the route seemed obvious and even memorable
from our first visit. Too good to be true, we easily found a
log-book, clearly on the route through, though we didn’t
apparently see it on our previous visit. Odd as the entries went
back before 2015.
At this point we followed the translated description and went
wrong for quite a way. The route we took went through
extensive ‘broken ground’, but failed to link to the active
Rubicera streamway that we could hear below us. Eventually
returning to the book we spotted the blindingly obvious
marker arrows and entrance names scratched into the rock, at
the top of a short rope climb down. It is not without irony that
at the base of the climb was the infamous ‘Rope Up’ message,
that we failed to spot last time and caused us so much wasted
effort. It looks like the route in use now is different to that in
the (2004) description. A critical landmark.
Now romping down the beautiful Rubicera streamway, which
has dark cherty rock bands, and white calcite floor in places,
an easy stretch of enjoyable caving follows for quite a while.
Occasional deep pools are bypassed by traversing or oxbow
passages, fixed ropes assist various climbs, mostly
downwards. Eventually the stream reaches a lake, bypassed
on the left side, and then plummets down an 80m pitch,
leading to the lower Mortero system, 200m+ below.
At this point a crawl (Via Real) provides a bypass to the lake.
An exposed but easy pre-rigged rope traverse, the Pasamonos
de la Arana (spider traverse) goes over the head of the 80m
pitch to reach a chamber the other side. Upwards pitches of
20m and 15m lead to some crawling followed by descents of
10m and 15m. All these pitches have good ropes in-situ.
These pitches are where the two cave systems unite. There are
other short rope climbs along here.
Beyond here the Lago de Mortero (Mortero Lake) is reached.
The impression is that a boat is needed, but in fact a series of
very strenuous high level fixed rope traverses bypass the lake

Tuesday, 5 September 2017
Hondojón Walk
A good weather rest day after 2 underground trips and a walk
around the old glacier valley, circling the 1,269m peak of Los
Campanarios accompanied by a large mountain mastiff guard
dog with a dew claw about 100 mm from its paw on each leg.
This dog usually patrols the local car park but today followed
us throughout the 13km walk, never begging food or drink.
Maybe it did not like the look of us and thought we needed
escorting back to our vehicle with no extra bounty.
The cattle troughs dotted along the route where an oasis of
aquatic wildlife with newts and tadpoles swimming
undisturbed by the thirsty animals. The route taken from the
tourist information book, PRS-66 is well marked in the
clockwise direction and during the whole route we passed only
6 people including a couple from Scotland now living on the
coast, who use to own one of these cross breed dogs.
Pete Wagstaff

Wednesday, 6 September 2017 – Rubicera
to Mortero de Astrana through-trip
This traverse was completed in reverse by an OCC team in
2015, taking 12 hours to do so due to getting seriously lost
several times. A second attempt to settle the score seemed in
order.
Three of the original participants were present (Phil, Keith and
Paul), plus Pete and Gareth.
This time we had good English translations of a Spanish club’s
route description; we also took compasses, and attempted the
traverse in the ‘more popular’ direction starting at Rubicera.
The location of the Rubicera entrance remains utterly
spectacular, requiring an hour walk and two exposed
scrambles down cliffs to reach the entrance ledge. A fixed
rope was in position this time on the lower, more exposed
climb down. Helpful cairns still mark these climbs down.
The entrance portal soon leads to the vast entrance chambers
of Rubicera, in which it is easy to get lost simply because of
the inability to see both sides at once, and the ‘chaos of
enormous fallen blocks’ littering the floor. Our instructions to
follow the left hand wall proved good, and with a little
difficulty we located the huge crater (La Sala Tremie) in the
floor (more to the left than expected) in which a trickle of
water runs down. Following this leads to a descending squirm
in an excavated boulder choke, a bit wet, descending 20m to
the first of the smaller passages at the start of the labyrinth.
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noted there was supposed to be a lake close to the entrance,
but water levels were low so we figured this would be ok.
This turned out to be the case, thigh deep only. The next
section of passage, which we expected to be yomping along,
was frustratingly awkward, up, down and around obstacles,
until we got to the first of four major breakdown boulder
chokes. They were actually numbered 1 to 4 as though doing
the through trip, so we encountered number 4 first. This
turned out to be quite frustrating, not only in route finding, but
also in difficulty and duration. It just went on and on, with a
rope climb up included. Luckily this was just a handline as we
hadn’t brought any SRT gear, something we would regret
later!
Exiting this first choke and wondering if the other 3 would be
as arduous, the dimensions of the passage could truly be seen.
It was BIG.
Now we did have a pleasant wander down a fine gravel, dead
flat, waterless streambed. This was more like it, but all good
things come to an end as we approached choke 3. It looked at
one point as if the water would be too deep, but after backing
off once, and no other viable route, I decided to see how deep
it was. Not too bad, probably waist deep. Then we noticed a
rope hanging straight down in the water, no way we could get
up that, but luckily there was a handline on the right as a
bypass, which by brute force could be scaled.
This choke was shorter and a little easier than the first and we
were soon back in easy walking passage. Choke 2 was easier
still, and choke 1 was simple. We had by now been going a
fair while, and hadn’t made much of an impression distance
wise on the topo, but we figured it’s probably easy going now
until we hit the other passages.
On and on in nice streamway, at one point seeing what I first
took to be an eel approx 10” long in the shallow water, but
turned out to be a Salamander type creature, with no legs but
delicate fins just behind its head, which reminded me shape
wise of the Proteus found in Slovenia. It was brownish in
colour and was sighted.
Eventually the terrain changed and we were forced to the right
hand side, where a 2.5m rope climb up on the left looked a bit
awkward. At this point mutiny occurred as Pete, Phil and
myself sat down on the sandy floor refusing to go any further.
Paul and Gareth decided to carry on a bit further, and after
20mins or so returned saying they’d found the other passages,
so job done!
The return trip consisted of some nice yomping in large stream
passage, going the wrong way or finding alternative awkward
ways on in the boulder chokes and body belaying down some
of the otherwise inaccessible ropes due to not wanting to find
alternative routes to bypass them.
Once out, we traipsed down to the stream, de-kitted and
washed all the gear, to the amusement of a passing elderly
gent. It wasn’t until the next day I realised I’d left my
kneepads in the water, which was worrying as it’d rained a lot
overnight. We went back to see if they were still there (I
expected them to be in the Mediterranean by now), to find the
water levels exactly the same and my kneepads now nice and
clean just where I’d left them!
Due to expecting an easy romping stream passage, I probably
didn’t enjoy the trip as much as if I’d known what to expect.
This certainly isn’t a simple walk out after coming in from
Torca de la Canal, but I still think the through trip is
something to be experienced on a return expedition.
TUG: 5 hours - Phil Wall, Pete Wagstaff, Paul Thorne,
Gareth Harrison & Keith Slatcher
Keith Slatcher

and a long series of deep pools beyond. Full SRT gear is
needed to ascend fixed ropes, and pull up across many
challenging sections. Many of the ropes are badly shredded,
and strength in numbers seems to be the rule here with
multiple decaying ropes in parallel!
Eventually La Sala de la Cascade (waterfall chamber) is
reached, which is obvious. An ascending route leads upwards
here, with a bit of horizontal confusion added for good
measure.
Fixed ropes ascend many steep ramps, aiding the 165m ascent
(yes, nearly 500 feet!) needed to regain the surface. A final
scramble up the vast and steep Mortero entrance chamber
leads to daylight.
A previously installed rope (essential) allows escape to
surface. Note that a 50m rope is really needed; we only rigged
a 40m on the lower section as the top is slippery but freeclimbable with care. There was in fact a good in-situ rope
here which we used for the top section, but could have
managed without had it been removed between rigging it and
traversing the system.
Time spent about 9 hours, plus 1 hour walk in and 20 minutes’
walk back to the second car left near Mortero. Would be quite
easy to get back to the car in the dark.
This is a splendid traverse of a complex cave system with
great variety and interest along the way.
We carried a spare 40m rope but this was not needed. Plenty
of refreshments were needed!
TUG: 9 hours - Phil Wall, Gareth Harrison, Pete Wagstaff and
Keith Slatcher. A fine team!
Paul Thorne

Thursday, 7 September 2017
Cueva del Valle
One of the traverses we were interested in was the Red del
Silencio system, a major system with 2 deep vertical entrances
and a large river resurgence. We had no prior knowledge of
this cave, and figured a recce trip into the Cueva del Valle
resurgence would be not only a jolly romp, but also give a
good idea of route finding for a return through trip in the
future. The furthest entrance, Torca del o de Caballos was
supposedly a 12-14hr trip according to the SWCC, who gave
the same time for the Coventosa traverse, so probably nearer
20hrs for mere mortals! Torca de la Canal however, looked
far more promising, probably a 9hr traverse to Cueva del
Valle, and it was this connection we were interested in finding.
The site the resurgence was on also had a fair few mining
artefacts, including trial levels, lime kilns and washing plant.
Quite a bit of money had been spent restoring this, and notice
boards explaining the workings had been erected. Unlike the
UK, all of this was free to look round at your leisure which
was a nice touch. We spent an hour or so looking round, and
walked down to the resurgence to have a look, noticing a large
model of a Woolly Mammoth, which was slightly
incongruous, but apparently remains had been found in the
area.
After kitting up, we walked back to the resurgence armed with
a topo but no description. Our route was basically a single
large passage on the topo, all the way to where some other
branches joined just before the Torca de la Canal connection.
We specifically wanted to find a way through these branches
to find the connection.
Easy peasy then, what can possibly go wrong?
The
resurgence entrance was approx 15m wide by 5m high and we
6

Friday, 8 September
Colina walk & locating Torca Tibia entrance

Saturday, 9 September 2017 – Cave
entrance location in Matienzo & Socueva

At the head of the Ason Gorge, Las Collados de Ason, 650m,
there is a good parking area which we used for this walk. We
chose to walk the route in the reverse direction to the sign
posts as this would allow us time to locate Torca Tibia on the
way back, and descend a steep path to a previously parked
second car way down in the Ason valley near Cueva Fresca.
The track we used initially is a farm track leading to a closed
depression (Polje) at a place called Brenavinto. Just as the
path descends into the depression (which is huge) a marked
path on the right is taken which is the normal return route from
Colina.
This is a beautiful path, mostly in ancient woodland and
skirting the limestone cliffs as it ascends steadily. Eventually
sufficient height is gained to skirt Colina on the way to Carrio.
Both these summits exceed 1,400m and the views were
fantastic. From the Colina summit countless limestone scars
are visible, with steep grass slopes between them. We were
also blessed with perfect weather conditions to make lingering
on the summit a pleasure! We were roughly able to work out
where the Cueva Sopladores entrance would be down below
us in a steep valley.
The route off Colina descends around the huge Hoyon de Saco
doline, and then crosses a limestone pavement, with numerous
eroded karst fissures. It then descends.
We branched off the Colina path on the way down onto a path
that goes towards the pastures and shepherds huts at Albao.
This path is not very well defined, so a compass gets you
going in the right direction. A noticeable hillock is passed
where the path again splits towards the descent to the Ason
valley. Staying high, the pastures and huts at Albao are soon
seen, with a ridge spur visible behind them. The route is to go
through, or just above the pastures, heading for a couple of
gnarled trees on the ridge spur. Once there, a steep hillside is
laid out before you. Traversing along this, descending
gradually some substantial trees may be visible some way
below you. The entrance to Torca Tibia lies in a rocky
outcrop some distance above these trees and a bit further
along. It cannot be seen on the approach as it is just a slot in a
small cliff, flush with the general steep lie of the hillside. A
GPS was used to try to locate the entrance to Torca Tibia. The
GPS location was correct to within 1m which is amazing.
WGS84 30T 0450117 4786037.
Having located the entrance, we backtracked to where another
track descends steeply way down into the Ason gorge, near the
prominent hillock mentioned earlier. We descended over
400m here, mostly on a reasonable track with some cairns.
This would have been an old shepherd’s path, more recently
used by cavers going up from Cueva Fresca to Torca Tibia,
with which it connects. It would be a long hard ascent
however if this was chosen as the access route to Tibia.
All in all a rather splendid walk totalling about 9 hours
including many stops to admire the splendid scenery. This
turned out to be the last day when we were all feeling well!
Group - Phil Wall, Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher, Paul Thorne
& Gareth Harrison
Paul Thorne

A relaxing day in damp conditions but not consistent rain had
us motoring into the exploration area of Cantabria – Matienzo,
past the cavers bar and along the many side roads looking for a
parking spot next to a barn. Luckily a farmer was passing and
she pointed to the cave on the hillside and confirmed the road
through her farm was the correct route. All well done in
pidgin Spanish by Paul.
Along from the parking spot we traversed the hillside looking
for one of the top entrances of the Vega system – Coteron.
The description was a good translation but the original
wording was not specific resulting in us spending 45 mins at
low level 60m below the actual cave entrance, eventually
finding it just 60m below the ridge line and marked from the
car parking area by a set of cairns, not so noticeable from
below. However, first entrance found now for Renada. This
was relative easy and the description took us straight to it. On
the outside was a plaque for Giles Barker (Red Rose –
Photographer caver) who lost his life in August 1992 when
traversing from Aperziller entrance to Renada. This was
ominous as we knew that this was to be our exit if we pulled
through Coteron and if it was sumped we could be in for a
wait. The entrance was a crawl and not a two minute check to
see if it was sumped. However second entrance found now
over to Tonio / Canuela.
The rain was now steady as we drove up the hill side through
Bustablado, Gareth dropping us off on the new bulldozed track
for an easy 40min walk up to Tonio, which was easy to find
but again a small hole with lots of descriptive excitement
inside. Walked back up to the track which joins the Cueto
route from Socueva (our return route) and is easier than the
route we used two years ago on the big through trip from
Cueto to Coventosa, followed this track round the hillside
above Socueva with good views from the Northern side of the
Ason Gorge, displaying a busy waterfall at the top of the
gorge. Dropped down into Socueva where Gareth was waiting
with a nice dry and warm car. Not the time to go looking for
the via ferrata that had recently been installed on the adjoining
cliff face. Mission accomplished and now all we wanted was
good weather and lots of energy to complete the trips.
TUG: 7 hours - Pete Wagstaff, Paul Thorne, Keith Slatcher &
Gareth Harrison
Pete Wagstaff

Sunday, 10 September 2017
Sima Tonio to Cueva Canuela
After visiting the mighty Sala Olivier Guillaume chamber (the
second largest chamber in Europe) in Cueva Canuela on our
trip in 2015, we had looked up in the roof and seen the exit
pitch from Sima Tonio, and immediately knew we would have
to do the through trip traverse.
Finding entrances can always be a pain, but with a recce trip
the day before and a GPS (crucial, and surprisingly accurate
positions given), this was made easy. After dropping one car
just outside Bustablado near the Canuela entrance, we parked
up in a small layby on the Camino Rural, a lefthand turn just
outside Bustablado, by an obvious large track that winds its
way past Tonio and eventually drops into the village of
Socueva. This is the same road used to park up if walking to
Sima Cueto (Coventosa traverse), so was known to us from
our previous visit.
7

bottom, I shouted rope free and rigged the next 8m pitch down
a small ramp to climb up a tube on in-situ rope.
Waiting for all the others to negotiate the tight rift, I could
have a look round, and realised that Tonio was a honeycomb
of vertical pots with interconnecting rifts. Finding the correct
way through must have taken many trips, no small feat given
the technical nature of the system.
Once the rope had been repacked, it was time to continue, the
next pitch a bitty in-situ affair consisting of a short ab down
followed on the same rope by a prussik/haul up to a small
platform overlooking the next large 55m pitch. Again, the
dimensions of the pot were impressive, the bolts in easy reach,
but did cause rope rub as evidenced by the rope grooves over
the edge. Slowly does it then, I was soon down to a small
pendulum swing onto the in-situ traverse line which led me to
a rock bridge between the continuation of this pitch and yet
another parallel series of pots. Gareth came next with the 20m
rope, so as standing room was at a premium, I rigged the short
drop to the large floor area the other side of the bridge.
Here, we had a short break, happy with progress so far, and
very happy with the state of the in-situ ropes and bolt
placement.
The next series of pitches (5m, 6m, 33m, 15m and 18m) all
went without a hitch, and I soon found myself in the
surprisingly small tube come rift that led to the final take off
point for the 22m pitch into the Sala Olivier Guillaume
chamber. Sat at the top of this pitch was quite humbling,
when I considered how much void was below. The chamber is
320m long and 120m wide with a rubble slope that gains
160m in height from the bottom to the highest point.
The abseil was actually a bit disappointing as all you could see
was darkness! I need a better light!
The pitch drops in approx 1/3 of the way up the rubble slope
and fairly close to one wall, so after all were down (we left the
rope in place, so we could find all our kit easier on the way
out), we trudged to the top and had another break. We all
commented how knackered we felt, which didn’t bode well as
it had all been downhill so far, and just shows how bad guts
affects you.
All things come to an end, and soon we were retracing our
steps, pulling down and packing the last rope and making for
the exit. We knew this could be where things went wrong, as
Canuela is a huge maze on multiple levels, with many viable
looking main trunk passages. However, after what seemed
like a long time, we got to Boulevard Gallery without going
wrong, from where the way out is obvious.
The entrance to Canuela was as impressive as ever (all new to
Gareth who didn’t come on the 2015 trip), the walk/slip/fall
down the horrendous grassy slope as bad as I remembered,
and the walkout as straightforward. 20 minutes after leaving
the cave we were getting changed at the car, then just a drive
to pick up the other car and back to base for a well-deserved
brew.
This really is a classic traverse, Tonio very straightforward,
but a good knowledge of Canuela required to avoid getting
lost on the way out.
TUG: 7 hours - Paul Thorne, Pete Wagstaff, Gareth Harrison
& Keith Slatcher
Toilet breaks: 0 (Thank God)
Keith Slatcher

Compared to our recce trip (wet and windy), the weather was
better, and after kitting up, we trudged up the track until we
met the first hut at which point we turned left into the field and
down to the small tree filled shakehole where Tonio is
cunningly hidden halfway up the left hand side of the
shakehole as you approach. As the description says, it’s
“surprisingly small”, but the excellent double chained anchors
and pulldown rings gave plenty of confidence. Well, it would
if not for my concern about doing a 282m vertical descent
broken into 20 pitches and various small ascents and traverses,
which were all supposed to be in-situ rigged. The small fact
that all of us had come down with a stomach bug, were all
feeling a bit feeble, and were praying that the Imodium would
keep all bodily fluids where they should be, was also praying
on my mind!
We had decided to take 20m, 40m and 70m ropes, all with
polyprop pulldown cords (to save weight and remove the
chance of abbing on the wrong side of the rope), with a spare
70m just in case. 16 of the pitches could be done with the
20m, 2 with the 40m and 2 with the 70m.
I was nominated rigger, with Gareth behind, his job to be
carrying the correct next rope if I needed to change, Pete as
bag carrier then Paul as pulldown de-rigger. After having no
further excuses to faff about, I rigged the first 15m pitch
(supposedly tight), got on the rope and dropped down. The
windage in the smallest section (not particularly tight as it
turned out), was impressive, and I soon landed in a small
chamber large enough for all of us, so I called up rope free.
Soon, the end of the rope dropped down and we were now
committed! The next 2 pitches, 18m and 9m were executed in
similar fashion, all bolt placements exactly where you would
expect them to be, and plenty of room to all stand
comfortably.
Now came the real test, the first of the large pitches, 48m with
a pendulum into a parallel rift. The actual pulldown rings
were on a nose of rock a couple of short in-situ rigged rebelays
down, so I would have to rig hanging in space from the last
belay. Joy. The pitch, approx 15m in diameter was deeper
than 48m, and I was a little concerned how far I would have to
swing, but as it turned out I dropped straight onto a traverse
line on a small ledge, then simply traversed to stand on a large
flatish area to admire the view. The pulldown was similarly
simple, and we were all soon packed up ready to go.
Next was a prussik/scramble up some in-situ ropes followed
by a 10m pitch. Now came another interesting bit, called in
the description “the mythical ‘vertical diaclase’” a tight
traverse leading to a very tight 13m pitch between 350mm and
450mm wide. Luckily the whole lot was in-situ rigged, as I
had problems with the bag getting caught behind jammed
boulders in the floorless rift just getting to the pitch. Hey ho,
no going back now, so I awkwardly got on the down rope and
looked down. Not too bad I thought, probably Nettle sized at
the Narrows, but with more protuberances to deal with. I
started off, realising pretty soon that the rope was really slow,
until I got to the tightest section (glad I hadn’t had any food
yet), which required some hotching from side to side to find
the best route, then simply couldn’t move. Not because I
didn’t fit, but due to slow rope. Eventually, after some mild
cussing, I took the braking crab off and had to push the rope
through the top bobbin. This took a while, and the rope at the
bottom was even worse, almost like all the internal strands had
been squashed down to the end. Due to lack of room at the
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Tuesday, 12 September 2017
Sopladores - Aqua walk/cave

a large bush and tails flicking rhythmically, presumably trying
to avoid the worse of the flies.
The long, gradual descent included a couple of ingenious gates
made out of old bedsteads and other discarded household
items. The final stretches into Ramales showed some
contrasts of the rural setting – smartly refurbished ‘holiday
home’ shepherds cottages, working farms, an old derelict mill,
and just outside Ramales a terrace of 3 houses, the two outer
ones occupied between a derelict and collapsing central
property. Altogether, a pleasant walk.
Walking time ~5 hours; distance ~15km, elevation gain 400m.
Paul Thorne, Pete Wagstaff, Gareth Harrison & Keith Slatcher
Gareth Harrison

As we were below par this day Paul suggested trying a
relatively easy cave trip from Soplodoras through to Aqua as
the route finding and the climb out near the car although 200m
higher up the hillside was relatively straight forward.
Parked by an active Ason river near St Antonio’s chapel
walked through the small hamlet with the obligatory barking
dogs, following the occasionally submerged footpath adjacent
to a stream crossing bridges several times, eventually through
pasture and trees always parallel with the stream. After rising
several hundred metres we snacked opposite a stone slabbed
bridge that was exciting to cross with foot sized holes looking
into the stream only 3m below. We continued upwards
remembering the description to cross the waterfall from the
left, after passing two old barns but after thrashing through tall
bracken we decided to follow the stream and eventually found
a distinct path meandering several times over the stream and
into several contours away from it, now we understood why
the translated description was hard to follow. As the sun was
now bright the temperature was high and Paul’s GPS said we
were approaching 900m (way above the 820m cave entrance)
So we retraced our steps past the wooden posts we thought
were leading us to the cave, but evidently they were to the
summit. Half an hour later we noticed the two holes 8m above
the stream in the cliff face on the opposite side. Another
recovery stop before an easy underground walk through the
hillside, emerging 250m lower with a 400m vertical descent to
the car we hopped. The entrance tubes merged into ‘mined’
passage hading 15 degree down to a small stream and a couple
of climbs. All pretty easy until a flat out squeeze through
boulders above the stream and a 4m vertical drop
corkscrewing down to the main stream which then merged
into a wide stream passage with water filled pots with no hand
lines to help traverse. Teetering over the pot rim was
interesting but when this continued we decided this was too
much for an easy trip so we returned to the entrance. Paul’s
memory was from a very dry trip two years ago that held none
of today’s pleasure. Exited the cave and returned on our
known route back to the car, In only three hours the stream
had retreated to a trickle and our path was completely dry.
TUG: 7 hours - Pete Wagstaff, Paul Thorne, Keith Slatcher &
Gareth Harrison
Pete Wagstaff

Thursday, 14 September 2017
Cueva Fresca
It rained again heavily overnight and was still going when we
got up after a little lie in. After Keith's 4 visits to the
bathroom (and a few additional visits by Paul), we got ready
and drove to the usual chapel / end of road parking for Cueva
Fresca.
Left the car at about 11:30am for the short walk in, thankfully
not too hot but still dripping wet by time we reached the
entrance. There was very little draft at the entrance but much
stronger in the Laminadores (bedding planes) just inside the
entrance chamber.
Progress was straightforward, although we did drop down to
the sumps near Canon de Exploracion until quickly finding the
obvious ramp up towards Bloque 64 (the limit of exploration
in 1964). Everyone passed the various traverses without
problems - suitably challenging and strenuous without being
excessive – and progress was generally quite quick in the large
passages. La Vita de la Ariana (The Spiders Way traverse)
was an interesting 'up, along and down' fixed line traverse
before continuing past 5th Avenue into our primary
destination, the Sala Rabelais. Sala Rabelais is a massive
chamber with an airy feel and distant sound of a waterfall in
the back, but unfortunately difficult to really appreciate as
lights get absorbed by the darkness without being able to
penetrate through the 100m+ diameter chamber.
After a leisurely lunch stop we skirted round towards
Conexion Parisinos-Frasca. This was quickly found thanks to
Paul's recollection of a previous trip - slightly down the main
passage from Sala then up a slope in the right wall. This led to
the P70 which is seen from an opening half way up/down the
shaft. Waggy disappeared to explore, then Gareth and Waggy
pushed through the narrower zone gaterosa to a fixed rope at
R8 Rampa. The gaterosa didn't present any difficulties, being
at worst short sections of hands and knees crawl.
Picking up Paul and Keith we pottered down the large passage
of Canon Rojo. In addition to the usual large breakdowns,
there were a couple of impressive sections with 2 or 3 levels of
walking height passage within the massive canyon - allowing
those at the back to suddenly leap-frog into the lead! We
decided to turn back at another big boulder breakdown area
(where El Gran Atajo turns off?), returning back to Sala
Rabelais for another rest, before working our way out without
incident.
TUG: circa 5 hrs - Paul Thorne, Pete Wagstaff, Gareth
Harrison & Keith Slatcher
Gareth Harrison

Wednesday, 13 September 2017 – Astrana
to Ramales walk
Energy levels were still subdued, so a leisurely day was called
for. A route in a guidebook for a mainly downhill walk from
La Gandara to Ramales seemed to fit the bill. After a relaxing
morning we drove up the gorge late morning (stopping for the
obligatory photos) and decided to park a car at Astrana to
reduce some of the required height gain. The route was fairly
straight-forward to follow using the tourist office guidebook
and mobile phone maps, initially up the minor road/tracks
before footpaths through the fields.
Various sights kept us amused along the way, including a herd
of cows nervously running past whilst we stopped for lunch,
followed by patches of impressive mushrooms as big as dinner
plates. A number of mares with their foals roamed free, and
we passed a group of 6-10 horses with their heads deep inside
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VERCORS – 2-9 SEPTEMBER 2017
From the cairn, it was a matter of thirty feet to the entrance of
the cave, but you’d never know it was there otherwise. A
short (15m), flat-out crawl, leads to a draughting hole (for
draughting read ‘howling gale’!).
The ropes begin just before you insert yourself through the
hole and lead almost immediately out onto the pitch head. A
short traverse with fairly minimal toe holds, leads around the
corner to a gap and Mike had rigged from here, dropping
down to a re-belay below. There is actually a Y hang if you
continue the traverse, which will drop you straight to the floor.
Anyway, the re-belay was over a bulge of a rock and
straightforward, but the very necessary deviation below it was
very short and we all had to do some acrobatic jumping and
clipping to pass it.
Mike disappeared off with his camera and the rest of us waited
until everyone else was down. Kat was the last as Paul was’t
feeling entirely well and had retreated to sit in the shade of the
trees by the entrance. Initially the passage was nice in parts,
but nothing spectacular, but then it changed and the walls were
covered in calcite flows, mostly pristine white, patches of
short straws and stalactites. Even the floor was pretty in
places. Part way along there was an enormous calcite boss,
probably at least twenty feet high and Gary took some photos
with myself, Darren and Matt holding flash guns. Continuing
(or possibly just before?!) we had a short easy climb up over a
calcite blockage and back down the other side.
More passage was beyond, but it was gradually getting less
well decorated and what decoration there was was browner,
but no less interesting, popcorn calcite and crystal that looked
as though it might have formed under water (?).
We did a short flat-out crawl and the passage opened up again,
then a longer hands and knees crawl, followed by more big
passage, finally leading to a low chamber with a tube leading
off, which Mike had apparently inserted himself into. While
we waited for his return (expected backwards) Darren
entertained us (but mostly himself) by making a very obvious
sand sculpture and Gary took photos of us all.
Once Mike returned, we started heading back the way we’d
come with stops along the way for more photos. We met
Clive, Jean and John just beyond the calcite blockage and the
climb up and over and Clive told me that Paul was still waiting
on the surface. Aw, bless!
Eventually I arrived at the bottom of the pitches with Gary and
Darren. Gary went up first and I followed. The deviation had
been lengthened (oh hallelujah!!!! I was dreading flailing
around on that!) and I hung on the top rope with the flash gun,
while Darren was at the rebelay below. Apart from him trying
to get on the rope I was on, all went well and I passed Gary at
the top end of the rope and emerged into bright sunshine to
find Paul still waiting.
The three of us partially de-kitted and with Gary and Matt on
the surface, we slowly descended back to the village, changed
and headed off.
TUG: 3½ hours – 1st Group - Mike Topsom, Darren Jarvis,
Matt Ewles, Karen Slatcher, Gary Douthwaite, Dewi Lloyd,
Kat Hawkins & Paul Lydon.
2nd Group – Clive Westlake, Jean Brooksbank and
John Biffin.
Karen Slatcher

Paul Lydon and I joined the Northern Pennine Club for a
week’s trip to the Vercors. Unfortunately with both clubs
organising a foreign trip on the very same two weeks, we had
to decide between the two. We knew that the OCC team had
some big trips planned, so with 20-odd NPC people going to
the Vercors, we figured that there would almost certainly be
something going on that we were capable of doing.
Unfortunately, Paul was feeling off colour most of the week
we were away and after an... entertaining(!?) journey out there
it was good to come home for a rest!!!!
We were staying in a campsite just outside Chapelle-enVercors, to the southwest of Lans-en-Vercors, right in the
heart of the Vercors and with easier access to one of the main
caving areas, which saved us having to traipse up and down
the Bourne Gorge all the time.
The campsite was much smaller than the one on the outskirts
of Lans-en-Vercors and didn’t have as many facilities, but it
was pleasant and quiet and the chalets were as you’d expect, if
a little pricier.

Monday, 4 September 2017 - L’antre de
Vénus
After an early morning melée outside the line of five chalets, a
group of us had agreed to visit the L’antre de Vénus, which we
were assured was a couple of short pitches into large and well
decorated passage. Great! Just my kind of holiday caving!
Darren came with us, while Dewi & Kat took Gary & Matt
and Mike Topsom. We turned right out of the campsite,
which threw me (we’d come in the previous day through
Chapelle from the opposite direction), but I followed Dewi
and we went north via St-Martin and St-Julien, onto the
Bourne Gorge road and up the Bourne Gorge (ironically).
Darren was suitably impressed. We were heading for
somewhere short of Méaudre, so took the turn at les Jarrands,
north towards Méaudre. We turned off right shortly after
emerging into a valley, to le Coin and parked in the car park of
a hotel. They are apparently caver-friendly, but we needed to
be careful getting changed not to expose parts others wouldn’t
want to see!
Having partially kitted up, we continued along the road a very
short way before turning right at a small crossroads and
continuing up a lane that ran between fields straight up the
hillside, quite steeply in places, directly into the Combe de
Font Revoud.
We’d been told to look out for a small clearing followed by a
choice of three ways on. At a point where we reached marker
no 78, there were three tracks ahead (or so we thought), the
obvious route to the left and two gullies (for want of a better
description) ahead. Mike and Darren set off up the middle
one, followed by Paul and myself. I then heard Dewi say that
he thought this was wrong, so I stopped Paul, but the other two
were too far ahead. After some discussion, it was decided that
we should stay on the proper track (to the left) and we
followed this for the prescribed 250m. Shortly before a small
cairn on the left of the track, there was a crossroads and a
small triangle of grass – this was the junction with three ways
on and what we’d found before was just two gullies! After
some shouting, Mike and Darren traversed across the hillside
and joined us.
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Tuesday, 5 September 2017 - Scialet des
Cloches

bolt at the time), so he followed on – carefully as there were
loads of small loose stones everywhere – and I followed the
two of them. The corner at the bottom of the third pitch was
awkward as the rope was a bit tight, but by that time I was
aware that we would be landing in snow at the bottom.
Sounded exciting, I’d never been in a cave with a snow-plug
before. The fourth pitch was down a really greasy slab (quite
similar to the one in Alum in some respects), onto and across
the snow plug, which was covered in leaves to another bolt. I
landed and wandered down to Dewi, who was attached to the
end of the rope. It was damn cold, a thermometer propped
against the wall apparently said 2/3° and it felt it, especially
considering most of us only had furry suits on! Mark,
meanwhile, was below Dewi and had gone down an in-situ
rope, so I took a 10m rope out of the bag (which we didn’t
know we had!) attached it to the end of the rope and tied it
(after a fashion) to the in-situ rope. Mark returned, with
difficulty as it was extremely slippy and I descended the first
section of rope, but soon came unstuck as I effectively
abseiled into a loop of rope. I took a couple of photos of two
large ice structures and prussiked back up again. Jean and
Paul now wanted a look and Dewi said he was heading out, so
I followed him slowly out, carrying the spare bag of rope on
my back so I didn’t dislodge anything on the folk below.
Back on the surface, Fiona looked relieved to see us and we
de-kitted and waited for Jean and the Lord of the Flies to
return (funny how the flies returned when he did!). Then we
all headed back to where we’d left the cars. Quite a strange
little trip, not at all what we’d expected from the description in
the book, but fascinating all the same and a first for me with
the snow and ice at the bottom.
Back at the cars, Dewi suggested that we take a short detour
and drive out on the D76 to Lente and beyond to a view point
at Col la Machine. It was stunning and the resurgence below
must be pretty amazing too.
TUG: 2 hours – Mark Rushden, Dewi Lloyd, Karen Slatcher,
Paul Lydon & Jean Brooksbank.
Scialet des Fleurs Blanches group – George Taylor,
Becca Lawson & John ‘Biff’ Biffin.
Karen Slatcher

We had breakfast and went out to join the general scrum at
Kat & Dewi’s chalet, but by the time we got out there,
everyone had vanished. We walked along to find out what
Matt, Gary and Darren were planning to do. Their plan was
the Bournillion and Matt asked if we wanted to join them. We
had decided before that we wouldn't re-visit the Bournillion so
we decided to have a day off and go bimble somewhere. Back
at Kat & Dewi’s, however, Dewi emerged and said that he and
Mark – he of the poorly toe – planned to help George, John
‘Biff’ Biffin and Becca find the entrance to the Scialet des
Fleurs Blanches and then continue on to Font D’Urle to walk
over to The Cloches. Sounded like a plan, so we got ropes
together and eventually headed off.
We took the left turn past the Piscine, the D178 out across the
valley in the direction of Vassieux-en-Vercors, as far as the
Resistance Graveyard and turned right to climb up to Col de la
Chau, where there was parking and folk going walking. At the
next junction we pulled into a layby on the right, just before a
left turn and sat and waited for George, Biff and Becca to turn
up.
We left them getting changed and crossed the road to pick up a
forest track, just a short way back down the road. We
followed this until it dropped into a small valley. The main
track continued up the valley to the right, but we went left,
dropped steeply for a short section and then found Jean and
Fiona who had arrived at the grid ref. I went into the trees on
the right to look at a likely spot, but Jean soon found the cave
entrance at the end of a small path off the left of the track. Job
done. The cavers caught us up and while George and Becca
set off, Biff waited for Jean to return from the car with his
gloves.
Then we returned to the cars and continued. We took the left
turn just beyond the layby and drove to the very beginning of
some parking on the right before a collection of chalets and a
Refuge that is Font D’Urle.
Sorting out kit into bags etc, we set off through a gate opposite
and onto an open grassy area, we passed a small Sciallet on
the right and turned left off the main route next to it. We
followed this smaller track for some distance, me assuring
Dewi that Paul was the right man for the job of looking after
the map, only to find that we’d gone too far!
We retraced our steps along the wood edge and soon came to
the Scialet des Cloches. Crossing the electric fence carefully! - we found a number of routes down to the edge of
the open pots, a relatively open area. There was an in-situ
rope leading onto a traverse around the most northerly of the
two obvious holes we could see. No-one really like the look
of that one, although I suspect it would probably have been the
easier one to get into - hindsight is a marvellous thing! We
started to get kitted up and everyone moved away from Paul
and his huge cloud of flies!
Mark was kitted up first, so he headed off rigging. I followed
him down through the eye hole, adding a krab to the deviation
(not sure whether that was needed or not), landing on a shelf
below. Mark had traversed off to the left and I began to
follow him until Dewi landed as well and then there was a bit
of a debate about which route to choose, as there was another
traverse to the right and an obvious gully below. Mark derigged and went straight down the gully and disappeared.
Dewi was already on the rope (I was clipped into a random

Thursday, 7 September – Grotte des
Ramats
Sylvia came to our chalet to ask if we wanted to join her and
others in the Grotte des Ramats and we agreed, even though
we'd had other vague plans. Paul pulled out in the end, saying
he wasn't feeling too good, so I travelled with Jean & Mark,
Fiona with Pete Hambly and Kat with Sylvia. It was easy to
find, as before, and we kitted up on the roadside and plodded
up the track. The trees have really grown up in two years and
we had to fight our way through them, just before the stream
bed, which we followed up to the entrance.
Kat led off and we descended the low slope and short hands
and knees crawl into the cross rift, turned right and dropped
down the two short drops into walking passage and gour pools
leading to the bottom of the stemples. Kat climbed these and
put the rope in place and we all followed up. After some
slight re-rigging of what looked like a Figure 6½, we
continued along muddier passage, through a low hands and
knees crawl and more mucky passage, some low, some
walking to the practically flat-out grovel and so to the top of
the ‘climb down’. Kat rigged this – not a straight forward
operation – backed-up to boulders in the floor, then a sling
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the Toboggan entrance to the main Brudour entrance, an
obvious large open hole.
Two short pitches drop into dry walking passage, which
meanders to a couple of low sections and into well-decorated
walking passage. The way on is to climb up onto the right
hand side shelf and step across to the left, all on a traverse
line. Paul had already commented a couple of times that he
was breathing heavily, so was I and overheating and we both
also felt sick. I think it was the speed of our moving that was
causing it, but he decided he’d had enough and headed out.
I climbed up, crossed over and so into the constricted squeeze
over a calcite floor, which is quite snug. Continuing at this
level, the passage is mostly walking and stooping to a couple
of very short pitches (almost down-climbable) back down
again. From there the passage is muddier, low in parts,
becoming well-decorated further along, which was where we
met the through-trip group, consisting of Becca, Jack, Rhys
and Tony.
Continuing we eventually emerged into the Metro Un, a much
larger chamber/passage with some flowstone, then another low
section and so into Metro Deux. From there we entered a
completely flowstone covered passage with a traverse line
above a descending floor and the final pitch into the
streamway.
Dewi, myself and Pete de-kitted, Matt & Gary planned to
traverse over the deep pool. The streamway is absolutely
stunning and Gary took some photos before we got wet and
cold and then we headed on downstream. I could have done
with another half a mile of this type of streamway. You had to
be careful as there was a lot of moonmilk, which was slippy in
places and then we came to the big boulder from which you
start the traverse. I got in place and took some film of Gary
and then Matt crossing. It looked seriously strenuous and
there was some swearing - I was glad I was wading. We’d
been sold a wade in waist-deep water, but it barely came to the
top of my legs, so not pant-wetting at all!!!
Just beyond the far side of the pool, there’s a sump pool and
the way on goes up on the right, then left into the boulder
choke and you climb up and turn left to emerge into stooping
passage that goes some distance to a drop down into bigger
passage and the BIG chamber, which really is pretty immense.
Sadly it has hardly any formation at all apart from a few bits
of calcite on the walls in places. Gary took some photos and
then we began to head back. There was more fun and games
at the deep pool.
I went off ahead at one section and promptly went wrong,
completely missing the rope up the two short almost climbable
bits. From there I let others go in front and when we got close
to the entrance Matt and I made good progress in front. A nice
trip to remember for another time – if we ever come back!!
TUG: 3½ hours – Dewi Lloyd, Matt Ewles, Gary Douthwaite,
Pete Hambly, myself and Paul Lydon briefly.
The Through Team – Becca, Jack, Rhys & Tony Smith
Karen Slatcher

around a large flat boulder higher up and so to a Y hang from
two bolts near the edge of the drop, then an awkward deviation
towards the bottom. Before too long we were all at the bottom
and continuing into the rising passage beyond.
There are a number of small climb-ups and the passage gets
more and more gnarly. Most of the climbs were easy enough
if you were careful, although Fiona didn’t seem to really be
enjoying herself much. After a while of this we reached the
climb-up that we put a rope on last time. It does have a handline (can’t remember if it did last time or not?) and Pete
climbed this to put in the rope for the rest of us, but I think I
could have managed it as long as I could have got off the
floor. Sylvia impressed me by mostly climbing it unaided.
Then we followed the rope to another awkward water chute
above with a large hole below it (only saw that on the way
out!). Not far from there and having followed a considerable
amount of awkward passage and clambering about, we arrived
above the active streamway and turned right upstream.
More clambering, more small waterfalls etc ensued. We
climbed the waterfall where Jean and I turned back last time –
not bad at all – and continued up into muddier and muddier
passage until we came to a flat area and beyond low muddy
passage leading down to where the sump would usually be –
the passage beyond was a poo-mine, so we all ignored that.
Fiona volunteered to go up one of the two in-situ ropes and the
one above that to explore and we waited while she shouted
down that it was snug and awkward. Mark went to investigate
and the rest of us began to get cold. Even though I’d gone
through the wet bits on my elbows, my gloves were soaked
and my hands and therefore lower arms were getting cold.
After at least twenty minutes Mark and Fiona returned and the
rest of us started off back the way we’d come, with me in the
front and Jean following, Kat, Sylvia and Fiona and the chaps
at the back. Jean fell into the first deep pool, despite my best
efforts to save her, but it was still only waist deep. Everything
else was accomplished with ease and we all agreed that it
seemed much quicker going back the other way. Back on the
surface, we waited for everyone to re-group before heading
back to the car and getting changed.
TUG: 3 hours – Kat Hawkins, Sylvia Dacre, Karen Slatcher,
Jean Brooksbank, Mark Rushden, Fiona Hartley & Pete
Hambly.
Karen Slatcher

Friday, 8 September – Grotte du Brudour
Got up at 8:30am as usual, had breakfast and were pretty much
ready to go by 10:30am. Darren had gone with the Scialet
Robin de-rigging team (Kat, Jean, Sylvia) and Pete was to
come with us. Set off with Dewi in our car and Pete with Matt
& Gary.
Our route was much the same as The Cloches, only we
stopped at a layby on the way.
We kitted up in the big layby nearby and walked down the
road towards the apex of the left hand bend. Stopping at a
small cairn – not sure I’d be able to work out exactly where
that is, except that it’s just downhill from a layby opposite on
the other side of the road – and followed a tiny path down past
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TRIP REPORTS
Friday, 30 June 2017 – Giants Hole

However, we ignored Agony Crawl as an option; you can get
too much of grim caving.
A sobering end was provided when I took the ladder back to
the hut, and met Boyd for what turned out to be the last time.
The only silver lining is that these are just the sort of
experiences Boyd gave to novices over the years. RIP Boyd.
The photo (see page 2) shows the two of us just prior to
descending Giants. I told Callum it could prove useful in case
we didn’t come back. He didn’t take the bait.
TUG: 3 hours - Charles Bailey & Callum Ambrose.
Charles Bailey

My Nephew Callum spent a few of weeks helping out with
jobs at our home in Parwich, and whilst paid handsomely/a
pittance (*delete as appropriate), I thought some mild
recompense was in order. An opportunity occurred due to a
short but welcome hiatus in a busy work schedule for a couple
of trips.
First up was Giants. Nothing too adventurous was planned – a
bimble down the crab walk, a bit of route finding, and a quick
peek at Giant’s Windpipe before retracing our steps. In
reality, Callum found it wetter than expected, partly due to an
advanced technique at the ladder on the cascade - allowing the
water to flow down his neck and out via his over-suit legs.
Nice! Hanging around whilst I faffed with route finding from
the Eating House didn’t help, but I made sure we warmed up
by failing to turn off so clambering to the top of Maggins Rift.
We retraced to North East Swallet and Poached Egg passage
before heading out.
The way out was surprisingly quick, with Callum’s cascade
technique much improved. Overall, I was impressed by his
natural ability and cool attitude as a novice. It became
obvious that I hadn’t sufficiently put him off a follow up trip although I did promise an easier trip next.
We didn’t see a soul, either on the way in or out, and the car
park was empty. Had half term put the usual kids trips off?
TUG: 4 hours - Charles Bailey & Callum Ambrose.
Charles Bailey

Saturday, 29 July - Maskhill Mine
After meeting Keith in The Smithy in Monyash at 9:30am for
breakfast, we drove to the club and took one vehicle to Oxlow
Farm. Another group was kitting up, but the farmer told us
they were going to Oxlow – yay!
We walked up to the entrance and Keith began rigging down,
taking the 70m bag and the 60m to follow on. I took the
40m+50m bag, leaving Paul with the last 50m bag. We regrouped at the bottom of the entrance series and continued on
down, bottoming out before the group in Oxlow unbelievably.
Two of them a man and woman came through West Chamber
and we had a chat. They were from DCC, or at least he was.
We then set off again, Paul leading off, following by me, with
Keith de-rigging. I have to say I found it hard work,
particularly up to the top of the traverse and we wondered if
the CO2 might be slightly higher than usual.
I then took the 50m bag and continued up. Murmuring Churn
wasn’t too bad and Keith had left a super-long loop, so it was
easy to get off. Paul and I waited for Keith above Murmuring
Churn and Paul took the 90m bag and continued, with me
following. It was much steadier and I managed OK. At the
bottom of the entrance series I took the 60m bag and left Keith
the 50m. I was running out of steam rapidly, although these
pitches are awkward at the best of times, but even more so
with a heavy bag – goodness only knows how Paul and Keith
coped!!
TUG: 3½ hours – Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon and
Karen Slatcher.
Karen Slatcher

Friday, 7 July 2017 – Bagshawe Cavern
So, what better than a quiet trip down Bagshawe Cavern? I’d
only been once before, and we had the place to ourselves.
Not anymore! There were literally dozens of cavers atop and
underground, mostly guided school trips.
We did ponder hiding in the dark on the main drag and leaping
out at unsuspecting children, but the prey was too easy.
Instead, we spent the trip looking at a few of the quieter nooks
and crannies. We grovelled down the Glory Hole, splashed to
sump 1 and dropped the pitch to wade into the lower series,
just so Callum had another chance to get wet. He didn’t shirk
the opportunity – I think he’s getting used to caves being wet.

DCA TRAINING COURSES
SRT Intermediate course (Module 3)
Sat/Sun, 24/25 February 2018

Contact Nigel Atkins – DCA Training Officer
Tel: 01283 210666 Mob: 07831 449919
nigel@pennineorganisation.com

Follow on from the basic introductory SRT course, looking at
rebelays, deviations, aid traverse lines etc.
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DCA INFORMATION
Suicide Cave – loose rocks

information, click in the “Cave” logo on the left of the home
page).
If you find any errors or need for amendments/updates, please
contact the DCA Secretary at secretary@thedca.org.uk, and
we will arrange for the website to be updated so that the
information is always current.
(The old DCA Handbook, published in 2012 is now
superseded and should no longer be relied on for up-to-date
information).

Pete Knight and Jez Parr spent an hour in Suicide cave on 9th.
October attempting to remove the nasty rock that sat at the
head of the far pitch. It came off with very little effort,
probably quarter of a ton or more. Once this was down they
had a good look at the area and found further, much larger,
sections of rock that were also loose. Other large bits falling
would possibly block to passage below and certainly kill
anyone in the way. In Pete’s opinion this pitch is a death trap
waiting to be sprung. Advice to PICA is now to not use this
with led groups or on training courses.
On 20th October a chain barrier was installed in the cave just
prior to the scramble up to the 1st pitch. This was done in
consultation with NT and is merely a visual barrier and
warning for members of the public straying into the cave.
The idea being that they are less likely to wander off past a
safety barrier with their mobile phone lights and should
therefore stay well clear of the far pitch instability. This is
NOT an access restriction to cavers and nothing has changed
in that regards. Simply lift the left side of the chain and duck
under.
Nothing has yet been done to stabilise the far pitch or assess
the anchors so it is still suggested that cavers give that part of
the system a miss for the time being. The rest of the system is
as it has always been.

Suspect bolts in JH
Following the identification and extraction of one duff P-bolt,
please avoid using anchors at the head of the usual route down
Leviathan. A second bolt in this area also failed its test but
could not be extracted and this has been marked with red
cable-ties.
Following a report of a suspect bolt in JH earlier this year, a
programme of testing all the original anchor installations has
been taking place, thanks to Henry Rockliffe and friends.
Most of the anchors in JH were originally placed in 1994-5,
using Hilti resin (which has now been superseded for anchor
installation), and before the current installation system and
adoption of DCA’s IPTD (Installation Procedure, Training and
Documentation). Even so the original bolts have lasted for
over 20 years. A total reassessment is now taking place of all
anchors installed in JH and, once this is finished and any
necessary replacement anchors have been installed, a new topo
will be published on the DCA website.

Access to Kirkland Shaft, Devonshire Mine
Caving groups wanting to access Kirkland Shaft should note
that it is actually in the garden of the landowner’s house so
permission will be needed in advance of your visit. Email the
DCA Access Officer at access-off@thedca.org.uk, giving the
date (and approximate time), of your proposed visit and a list
of the cavers involved plus their BCA insurance numbers. It
will be useful also to give a contact phone number for the
leader of the party.
Parking should be as usual for visits to Devonshire Mine, ie
don’t park in Underwood Road or in the turning circle at the
top of the road. Park in the public car park or in the layby next
to the New Bath Hotel.
For further information on the site, rigging, etc contact the
DCA Projects Officer, Pete Knight
projects@thedca.org.uk

CO2 in Peak District Caves & Mines
All cavers should be aware that some of the sites in the Peak
District sometimes have high levels of CO2. This is dependent
on weather conditions, the time of year, etc and is the subject
of an ongoing investigation by DCRO and cave scientists.
High levels of CO2 can affect you adversely and you should
know what signs to look out for so that, if required, you can
make a smart exit and come back when conditions are better.
DCA is working to ensure that a list of sites which may be
affected is widely available and that, where the site is a mine
shaft with an access lid, a warning is placed on the lid.
Toxicological symptoms in humans range from headaches
(after 1 hour at a 3% level), increased respiratory and heart
rate, dizziness, muscle twitching, confusion, rising through
unconsciousness, coma (after 1 minute at >15% level), and
finally death. The impact of CO2 has also been summarised in
the following table, though no authoritative source for the
table can be cited.

Holme Bank Chert Mine
Sadly, since the recent change to the access arrangements,
there has been a considerable amount of vandalism in the
mine, particularly by way of spray-painting walls and
artefacts. A clean-up team from PDMHS and Masson CG has
been working to clean this up and it is hoped a more
permanent solution to the problem can be found.

%CO2
2-3%
5%
7.5%

Access to Caves & Mines in the Peak
District
The DCA website now has all the details for access to
caves/mines in the Peak District, including location maps,
preferred access routes and rigging topos where appropriate.
We hope to be able to add links to surveys soon. To find the

10%
30%
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Symptoms
Shortness of breath, deep breathing
Breathing becomes heavy, sweating, pulse quickens
Headaches, dizziness, restlessness, breathlessness,
increased heart rate and blood pressure, visual
distortion
Impaired hearing, nausea, vomiting, loss of
consciousness
Coma, convulsions, death

FROM THE LOG BOOK
Saturday, 29 July – Maskhill Mine

7m deep. Very little ginging and only one shot hole noticed.
No sign of workings at this depth but could be a shaft onto an
adit. When descending the bank to the river no noticeable
inlet, but approx 50m up the river a rising is noticed that could
be a natural resurgence or a blocked adit. The bank around
this area has been repaired so traces of old workings have been
covered. Sometime the wall built out of excavated debris
needs repairing as several rocks are moving down the hill to
the road.
Pete Wagstaff, Mick Hogg & Ken Morton.
Pete Wagstaff

A pleasant trip down Maskhill Mine. We met a group from
Derbyshire CC in West Chamber, who had come down via
Oxlow Cavern.
TUG: 3¼ hours – Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher
Paul Lydon

Saturday, 12 July – Piking – Taddington
Quick piking session in small quarry on bend on the right as
you head out of Taddington, up the hill towards the Jarnet.
Driven past this loads of times and wondered what was there.
Quarry more extensive than it looks, running some 60-70m
back from the road/lane. Cliffs/quarry face up to 6m high –
few fissures but no caves. One more question mark off the
‘Peak District Piking List’.
Simon & Kester Brooks

18-20 August
No caving this weekend  but 2 days cycling. Saturday to
Bakewell then up and down Monsal Trail, Sunday full length
of Tissington and top end of High Peak Trail. But James still
not fit enough for London to Paris cycle ride in October.
Gareth (& James) Harrison

Sunday, 13 August – Axe Edge, nr Buxton
Raceway

Completed two long tiring rides to top off a knackering week.
However still enjoyed it and can’t wait for London to Paris.
James Harrison

Piking over by the Hillhead Quarry – north east of High Edge.
Followed the footpath north from the back road heading for
Harpur Hill, after only 50m came across a line of depressions
that looked promising digs. The third was about 2m deep and
worth a prod, so moved a couple of boulders but the floor was
silted and would need timbering out with scaffolding. All the
others were only 1m deep and again silted up. This ‘rake’ is
surrounded by concrete bases from the war training exercises
carried out in this area. A possible dig but construction
required to protect and it can be a bleak place. Then went over
to find High Edge Pot, which at one time was em deep, but not
visible now. Only evidence was a rubble-filled hole, well
grassed over with feed bags pushed into voids.
Pete Wagstaff, Mich Hogg & Ken Morton.
Pete Wagstaff

Monday, 28 August
Lovely seeing Ken, Eileen, John and Jeff!
Thanks for having us, we had a lovely time!
Keiran & Bexie, KUCC

Saturday, 30 September
It was a real crush on Thursday night to battle home from
work in bad traffic, and very quickly change into scout
uniform for an AGM... before realising I had the wrong week!
Couldn’t get up on Friday night for OCC half-year AGM, but
had early start to arrive before 9am on Saturday morning.
Cottage empty so pottered around waiting for others to
arrive... starting to wonder if people were down at the cafe...
before realising I had the wrong week! The perils of getting a
new mobile phone and copying dates from the membership
card!
It seemed like I’d be able to recover something of the bad
week by joining the visiting club on a trip. They had planned
on doing Mandale Mine. After walking well past the entrance,
we eventually found it, but unable to access without a
‘Derbyshire Key’! Doh!!! So had to make do with a short trip
down the sough tail, before drive back home.
A pleasant, even if unexpected day out.
Gareth Harrison

Sunday, 6 August – Cascade + ?
Surface trip to look at the mine shaft next to Cascade. I
always thought this was Eagle/Rumbling Hole, but the grid
reference does not fit. It is on the same rake as Cascade and
about 20m further south. About 2m square and 5m deep with
ginged walls supported on the sides with timber. Possible dig
but not practical. Interesting why someone has left a good 3m
ladder up to surface. The shaft is well protected with timber
and sheeting. Then checked on Cascade and same as ever
with the Tesco bags inside the entrance. What is this shaft and
where is Eagle?
Pete Wagstaff, Mick Hogg & Ken Morton.
Pete Wagstaff

Wednesday, 3 October
This weekend we have come because Millie has a new
sleeping bag so we have tested it out! We also tried some
knitting and playing on my new phone! The sleeping bag is
very comfortable. The half yearly meeting has come so that is
also why we have come!
We cut the edge of the path!
Millie Hobbs (& Doug)

Sunday, 6 August – Carder Low Shaft onto
a sough?
Descended a gridded shaft just 10m off the Pilsbury to
Hartington road behind an excavated wall of debris. Think
this was dug out by Len Kirkham after he had gated the
Ludwell Spring Adit next to the road in 2013.
This is opposite the bridge over the River Dove leading to
‘Sprink Farm’. The shaft is 2m wide x 1.5m wide and about
15

Friday, 6 October
‘The Coal Mines of Buxton’ (book in Library)
& the Goyt Valley, Danebower, Axe Edge

Once in the main chamber, Paul, James and I descended down
the dig in the right hand corner. It’s an impressive piece of
work, with masses of scaffolding shoring up the shaft and roof
sections as it descends down 20-25 metres.
Pete had rigged the pulley system to ascend up to Millers
Chamber. There, the rift has significant amounts of flowstone,
calcited boulders and gour pools. All were entertained by the
‘yoga hole’ to get to Damacles Rift, with James (smallest in
party at about 5’6”) being the only one to get stuck.
Paul replaced the top worn-out rope with new bright red rope.
More maintenance was done to improve the pull-through cord,
which was exceedingly tight and starting to get covered with
spoil from the dig. The cord has been raised but it really needs
a new bolt on the right hand side and 2 maillons replacing that
have almost been cut through. Hope the cord hasn’t done the
same to the top pull-through ring!
Two frogs rescued from the bottom of the main shaft. A third
refused to come out of its hiding hole, whilst a fourth was post
saving having lost one leg and some guts.
All ascended without problems, quickly retreating to the cars
to escape the driving rain.
TUG: 4 hours – Paul Thorne, Pete Wagstaff, Gareth Harrison
& James Harrison.
Gareth Harrison

A splendid day’s walk trying to locate the remains of this
forgotten industry. Parked at Level Lane (that’s a giveaway)
in Burbage (west Buxton).
Footpath passes piped discharge from the Duke’s Level, which
was 1½ miles of underground canal, but you would be brave
to crawl up the 2’6” pipe – loads of water!
Managed to locate ‘Goyt Sough’ (grilled by the coal authority,
no way in, low, wet and ochreous!), which discharges lots of
water – SK 0178 7207.
Walked to the Cat & Fiddle (closed) then lovely bridleway to
Danebower Colliery and Reeve Edge Quarries. Lots to see
here, including the square intact chimney.
On to Three Shires Head, then Knotbury Common – ‘spring’
shown on OS map must be a coal drift?
Round to Orchard Common, then up onto the moor to locate
the incline above Cistern’s Clough and the (sealed) descending
coal drift incline this served.
Back via Axe Edge Moor, Thatch Marsh Colliery, then
Buckett Engine Pits, Old Engine Pit, then the CPHR
(Cromford High Peak Railway) siding leading to the Goyt
New Tunnel, coke oven remains etc.
Read the book, mark up a map, choose a find day (today was
splendid) and there’s loads to see as well as fine views and
lovely scenery!
A good day’s walk – 7 hours.
Paul Thorne

Sunday, 8 October – Caudwell’s Mill
The Half Yearly GM, ran well!
Then off to Caudwell’s Mill, Rowsley. Built 1874, closed
1978 with all machinery intact, some dating back to 1904.
£4.50 admission – excellent value, I had the place to myself,
all the public were in the cafe or associated craft shops. Loads
to see, surprisingly complicated and sophisticated process.
Self-guided and definitely not ‘tarted up’ for the public.
Then a nice walk to Birchover, Nine Ladies, Stanton Moor
(Quarries), Cork Stone (yes, I climbed it!), Dukes Drive
Tower, good views, including the Darley Dale Lead Smelter.
A find afternoon.
Back to an empty hut at 7pm!
Paul Thorne

Saturday, 7 October 2017 – Eldon Hole
Arrived Friday night to find Paul settled in after a day’s walk.
On Saturday morning we waited for others and had quick
discussion of options before Paul suggested doing Eldon Hole.
Paul was keen to get going after kitting up, to try to warm up,
and he offered to do the rigging. The descent down South
Gully was straightforward other than Paul having to overcome
the issue of a locked crab on the hanging re-belay and
shortening one of the deviations to improve the hang.
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Orpheus Publications
Originator

Title

Orpheus Caving Club

Bulletin

Orpheus Caving Club

Newsletter

Vol.

No.

Date

52

128
129
130
4-6

2017 August
2017 September
2017 October
2017 April-June

DVDs
Originator/Author
Freem, Andy & Antonia

Title
The Beautiful Adventure, Dan yr Ogof

Date
2016

Publ.
Freem, A

Acc. No.
?

Cat/Ref.1
U2

Periodicals
Originator
Brit. Cave Res. Assn.
Brit. Cave Res. Assn.
Chelsea Spel. Soc.

Title
Annual Review
Trans. (Cave & Karst Science)
Newsletter

Council of Northern Caving Clubs
Derbyshire Caving Assn.
Descent
Technical Speleological Group

Newsletter
Nl. (The Derbyshire Caver)
Journal, TSG 19

Vol.

No.

44
59

2
4/5/6
7/8/9
6
146
258
19

Date
2016
2017 Aug.
2017 Apr/May/June\
2017 Jul/Aug/Sept.
2017 Aug.
2017 Autumn
2017 Oct/Nov.
2017 Sept.

Books & Leaflets
Originator/Author

Title

Claughon, Peter
Schabdach, Hardy
WessexCave Club

Water Power in Mining
Unterirdische Welten
Caves of the French-Comte Haute - Saone,
Doubs & the Jura
Die Mühlbechquellhöhle

Mülbech Karstgruppe
Porter, Lindsay
Drew, David &
Herbert, David
Logiadou, Mrs. Sasso
Brouard, William
Merril, John N.
Holland, F. Phillip
Porteous, Chrichton
Waltham, Tony
Corrin, J. & Smith, P.
Milner, C. Douglas
Willies, L & Porter, H.
Burr, Peter S.
Burr, Peter S.
Derbyshire County
Council et al.

Beck, John S.

Publ.

Wessex C.
C.
Mülbech
Karstgruppe

Bygone Days in Dovedale & the Manifold
Valley
Dunmore Cave
Knossos: The Palace of Minos. The Museum
of Heraklion. The Minoan Civilisation
Grimes Graves
The Peakland Way
Words of the White Peak
Derbyshire
Great Caves of the World
Matienzo: 50 Years of Speleology
The Dolomites
Images of England. Peak District Mines and
Quarrying
Mines and Minerals of the Mendip Hills. Vol.
I
Mines and Minerals of the Mendip Hills. Vol.
II
Treatment of Disused Leadmine Shafts: A
Guide to Good Practice. 2007

The Geology of Eyam. A Concise Guide with
Selected Walks
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Derbyshire
County
Council et
al.

Acc.
No.
1088
1089
1090

Cat/Ref.1

1091

U7.56

1096

G3

1097

U6.4

1098

D7.22

1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106

T
G3
G3
G3
V7.0
V7.6
G7.5
T3

1107

T1

1108

T1

1109

T0

1110

E3

T7.0
U7.5
V7.3

1356-191X

1469-6851

OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2017

The OCC Committee

Representatives & Keyholders

Acting Chairman: Jenny Potts
chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCA Meetings:
Karen Slatcher

Secretary: Chris Jackson
secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings:
Jenny Potts

Treasurer: Tricia Webber
treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings:
Jenny Potts

Librarian: Simon Brooks
librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings:
Hostel Warden: Pete Wagstaff

Paul Lydon

lynnandpete@cavexmine.co.uk

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher
rooneytoons@ntlworld.com

Tackle Store Keys held by:
Ken Morton, Simon Brooks
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon
Keith Slatcher & Chris Jackson

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips
caving@rollsroyce16.plus.com

Committee Members:

Library Cupboard Keys held by:
Potts, Simon Brooks
Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher
Charlotte Heaton

Doug Hobbs:
doughobbs@gmail.com
Paul Lydon:
paul@potholer.org

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by:
Ken Morton, Pete Wagstaff
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher

Cottage Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts
bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER WILL BE VOL 52, NO 10-12, OCTOBER TO DECEMBER 2017
Please bear in mind that without your write-ups and articles, there will be very little to send out (apart from my own write-ups and I
imagine you’ll get heartily sick of those!), so I will be nagging for write-ups if you’ve promised to do them!
B&W surveys and maps are welcome, as are B&W drawings. We are usually limited to 4 pages of colour photos or maps per
issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are enough you may get a centre spread as well. If you can email your article
that would be really helpful, but I’ll happily accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat!
Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to:
Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire DE4 2DH

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
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CANTABRIA, SPAIN – 2-16 SEPTEMBER 2017

Formation and an interesting traverse in Coventosa

Rubicera to Mortero de Astrana through-trip

Formation in Gandara

Having a break on the Rubicera to
Mortero de Astrana through-trip
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CANTABRIA, SPAIN – 2-16 SEPTEMBER 2017

Sima
Tonia to
Cueva
Canuela
R:
The
moment
of truth!
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